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PARTNERS AND SUPPORTERS

ACROSS THE WORLD

SPONSOR

ACROSS THE COUNTRY



Well done NUJS Kolkata, well 
done ODRways.

This will go a long way in solving 
pending disputes!

SHASHI THAROOR 
Member of Parliament

OUR PROMOTERS AND SUPPORTERS

JUSTICE DIPAK MISRA 

Congratulated IMW Chief Co-
ordinator Akshetha Ashok.

“Collective action of the IMW 
volunteers will manifest into 
huge success.”


JUSTICE MADAN B. LOKUR 
Chief Mentor, Indian Mediation Week

“The direct involvement of the 
students will also assist them 
in better appreciating issues 
relating to access to justice 
and give them hands on 
experience in dispute 
resolution.



OUR PROMOTERS AND SUPPORTERS

JUSTICE PROTIK 
PRAKASH BANERJEE 
Mentor, Indian Mediation Week

Team IMW may have taken 
baby steps towards the growth 
of mediation but it is a giant 
leap for the Indian Justice 
System.

HARSHA BHOGLE 
Ex Indian cricket player and 
commentator 

My small words for this huge 
initiative, suljhao magar pyaar se!

SALMAN KHURSHID 
Senior Advocate and former 
Minister of Law and Justice

Team IMW are the angels for 
the Indian Justice System.



BACKGROUND

‘Indian Mediation Week 2018’ is a pan-India mediation awareness campaign 
run by ODRways in collaboration with National University of Juridical 
Sciences, Kolkata, with support from Union Ministry of Law and Justice and 
Hon’ble Justice Madan Lokur, Supreme Court Mediation and Conciliation 
Project Committee.

Although we have a backlog of more than 3.2 crore court cases, the number of 
mediations done across the ADR centers of the country are still in thousands. 
While the supply of mediators is not a problem, the demand for their services 
remains abysmally low. There exists an urgent need to promote mediation as 
an appropriate method of dispute resolution in our country. In this context it is 
important to note that countries across the world have used mediation weeks 
as a popular way of spreading awareness. The sole objective of Indian

Mediation Week is to grow awareness, knowledge and use of mediation across 
different parts of India. It aims at bringing together all the major stakeholders 
of the mediation community on a common platform while highlighting the 
benefits of this process to the general public. It was not just a 7 day event, but 
the beginning of a journey of taking India back to its original method of dispute 
resolution: Suljhao, Magar Pyaar Se.

The primary target audience of this national level mediation awareness event is 
the common man of India. We are also targeting the Startups and MSMEs 
through Business-Mediation expos in Mumbai, Delhi, Kolkata, Chennai and 
Bangalore. Here is an opportunity for you to be a distinguished sponsor. Be a 
sponsor of the second edition of mediation week in India and enhance the 
value and prestige of your organisation. Make a cost-effective investment for 
your organisation and achieve national level recognition with your sponsorship 
at Indian Mediation Week 2018-19.




GROWTH OF THE INDIAN 
MEDIATION WEEK

- 10 cities

- 17 Student 

Ambassadors

2017
- 102 cities

- 104 Student Ambassadors

2018

         2017 
• 10 Cities

• 126 mediation awareness 
drives

• 200 volunteers
Total reach: 10,000+ direct 

engagements

2018 
• 102 Cities

• 2000+ mediation drives

• 1500+ volunteers

Total predicted reach: 

• 2,00,000+ direct engagements

• 10,00,000 indirect engagements



IMW 2018: REACHING OUT LOUD

34. Durgapur
35. baranagar
36. Pithampura
37. Dibrugarh  
38. Bidhannagar  
39. Anand
40. Guwahati
41. Haldia  
42. Ambah
43. Gwalior
44. Ghaziabad
45. Dholpur
46. Hyderabad
47. Tirucchirappalli
48. Mughal  Sarai
49. Indore
50. Patna
51. Chandauli
52. Jaipur
53.Navi  Mumbai
54. Barabanki  
55. Jodhpur
56. Vadodara
57. Faridabad
58. Kochi
59. Morena
60. Rohtak
61. Kolkata
62. Meerut
63. Gohana
64. Kottayam
65. Bhubhaneshwar
66. Shamli

67. Kurukshetra
68. Barasat
69. Karnal
70. Lucknow  
71. Siliguri
72. Modi  Nagar
73. Malappuram
74. Aurangabad
75. Hapur
76. Meerut
77. Gangtok
78. Yamuna  Nagar
79. Mohali
80. Kalyani
81. Panchkula
82. Mumbai
83. Lakshmangarh
84. Rishikesh  
85. Nagpur
86. Gandhinagar
87. Haridwar
88. Noida
89. Ettumanoor
90. Mussoorie
91. Phagwara
92. Ernakulum
93. Jalandhar  
94. Pune
95. Kozhikode
96. Hoshiarpur  
97. Panipat
98. Ponnani
99. Kapurthala
100. Tinsukia

1. Ahmedabad
2. Raipur
3. Nelamangla
4. Alwar
5. Ranchi
6. Avadi
7. Banaras
8. Sagar
9 Adyar
10. Bangalore
11. Shimla
12. Secundrabad
13. Baroda
14. Surat
15. Anakpalle
16. Chandigarh
17. Sonipat
18. Bhilai
19. Chennai
20. Srinagar
21. Aizawl
22. Hazaribagh
23. Vizag
24. Sarora
25. Cuttack
26. Gurgaon    
27. Rewari
28. New  Delhi
29. Howrah  
30. Dewas
31. Dehradun
32. Ludhiana  
33. Mhow



INDIAN MEDIATION WEEK, 2018: 
THE BUSINESS RATIONALE FOR 

PARTNERSHIP

The primary focus of IMW will be to organise Business-Mediation Expos 
across the country in furtherance of the new law passed by the Government 
of India which makes private mediation mandatory for commercial disputes. 
It will involve thousands of informed stakeholders participating in person or 
via the Internet. The campaign has the capacity to stimulate real, positive 
changes in how disputes will be handled in the 21st century, enabling 
sponsors to show their leadership and engagement in improving access to 
justice and the resolution of civil and commercial dispute resolution systems 
across the country. This affects all types of disputants and stakeholders, 
including multinationals, small and medium-sized enterprises, 
entrepreneurs, law firms, court houses, arbitration and mediation centres, 
NGOs, governments and regulatory agencies around the country. The IMW 
campaign is an effective branding opportunity both locally and globally to 
promote corporate governance, adoption of more appropriate dispute 
resolution systems, better risk management and corporate social 
responsibility, and for organisations seeking to develop data-driven "best 
practice" policies. Four of the main benefits that will accrue to IMW 
Sponsors are: 

Industrial 
networking 

Rule of law 
development

Enhanced 
public reputation 

in leadership 

Positive 
perceptions of 

customers, vendors, 
and other 

stakeholders

Brand 
endorsement

Growth 
opportunity 



! Enhanced public reputation in leadership- In furtherance of the 
commitment towards effective dispute resolution 
Sponsoring the IMW campaign is essentially about leadership in promoting 
access to justice and providing greater informed choices to disputants. 
Among the themes to be discussed during the IMW are corporate 
governance, legal and social responsibility issues, and access to justice 
challenges faced in low- and middle- income groups of the country. The IMW 
will give our sponsors a highly visible platform for positively influencing these 
issues in the eyes of the public, users and key regulators in the different 
markets where each IMW Expo will be held. 

! Positive perceptions of customers, vendors, and other stakeholders 
Sponsoring the IMW campaign will convey a strong public message that 
sponsoring entities have a strong sense of fiduciary responsibility (limiting 
expenditures of non-producing resources), and appropriate case 
management and dispute resolution process design strategies, which are 
pragmatic and case-specific. Sponsors through their visible support will also
be able to communicate that effective cost reductions and better time 
management is wired into their ethos, and that they expect providers and 
advisors of ADR services to energetically devise strategies to end disputes on 
acceptable terms as quickly and cost effectively as possible. 

! Cost Savings 
Published data indicates that companies known to be "dispute-wise" (i.e. 
known to be systemic and thoughtful in their approaches to dispute 
resolution) tend to have higher P/E ratios than those that litigate to the end 
regardless. Sponsors will be able to leverage their IMW participation to 
compare and review best practices and to ensure that cutting-edge cost 
saving processes are implemented in their own structures, thus enhancing 
their own knowhow and value, while reducing legal spend. 

! Rule of Law development 
As the IMW campaign will also take place in a number of emerging markets 
and diverse sectors across the country, it will provide Sponsors with an 
opportunity to help shape vital changes in places where operations are 
currently challenged by an absence of adequate rule of law. India is struggling 
with a backlog of 3.2 crore cases and promoting mediation is in furtherance of 
the government's policy on improving 'ease of doing business'. IMW will serve 
as a platform to explore and develop together with all concerned stakeholders 
how ADR can best be used to fulfill this role and how use of mediation can be 
encouraged for the commercial sector as well as the public benefit. 



BUSINESS MEDIATION EXPO 
KOLKATA|BANGALORE|MUMBAI|DELHI|CHENNAI 

TENTATIVE PROGRAMME

OUR RATIONALE 

Litigation and Arbitration of commercial 
disputes is expensive and time consuming.

May 2018: The Government of India passes an 
ordinance making pre-litigation mediation 

mandatory in commercial matters.

June, 2018: Indian Mediation Week, 2018 sets 
focus on spreading awareness about 

mediation in commercial sectors and making 
mediation services accessible.

WHAT WE PROVIDE 

A knowledge sharing- networking platform where: 
" Business leaders will meet mediators (banks, startups,                          

PUCLs, MSMEs etc)
" Award Nights-Felicitation of top 3 startups of the City 
" Information about the new commercial courts act and its 

relevance for them 
" Benefits of using mediation through exhibitions stalls 
" What changes they need to make in their dispute resolution 

policy 
" How can they avail mediation services? and 
" Platform for Law firms and ADR practitioners to market their 

mediation, IP and taxation practices 



Commercial Sector 
• Start-ups

• MSMEs

• Businessmen

• Investors

• VC Firms

• Banks

• Consultants

Legal Community 
• Judges

• Academicians

• Lawyers

• Law firms

• ADR Centres

• Mediators

Law Students 
• 12 National Law 

School Students

• Students from 

1500+ regional law 
schools


• International Law 
School Students

Government 
• Government think 

tanks

• Legislators

• Members of 

Parliament

• Members of 

Legislative 
Assemblies

Government
13%

Law students
21%

Lawyers/Mediators
28%

Commercial Sector
38%

Commercial Sector Lawyers/Mediators
Law students Government

OUR TARGET AUDIENCE 



PARTNERSHIP AVENUES

BECOME AN INDIAN MEDIATION WEEK PARTNER

• PLATINUM SPONSOR 

• GOLD SPONSOR 

• SILVER SPONSOR 

MAXIMISE YOUR VISIBILITY | SHOW YOUR EXPERTISE | SUPPORT 
NETWORKING

VENUE PARTNERTRAVEL PARTNER

AWARDS PARTNER

INTERNSHIP PARTNER

ACCOMMODATION PARTNER FOOD PARTNER

MERCHANDISE PARTNERKNOWLEDGE PARTNER

MEDIA PARTNER

ENVIRONMENT PARTNER

Don’t like the available packages? Want to support us?  We can prepare a tailor-made 
package as per your requirements.



SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES

SPONSOR
S 

INCENTIVE
S

SPONSO
RSHIP 

AMOUN
T

JURY 
MEMBER-

SHIP

KEYNOT
E 

SPEAKE
R

RESER
VED 

SEATS

EXHIBI
TION 

BOOTH
S

AWARD 
STAGE 
INVITE

LED 
BRANDI
NG ON 
STAGE

STANDE
ES AND 
BANNE

RS

PAMPHL
ET 

BRANDI
NG TO 

10 
Lakh+ 

CITIZEN
S

BAG-
INSER

T

ON 
TABLE 
BRAN
DING 

AT 
VENU

E

PLATINUM 
SPONSOR

6 Lakhs ✓ ✓ ✓ (6) ✓ 
(PREMI

UM)

✓

(1st-5th)

✓

(Every 15 

mins.)

✓

(3)

✓ ✓ ✓

GOLD 
SPONSOR 4 Lakhs ✓ ✓ ✓(4) ✓


(STAND
ARD)

✓

(6th-8th)

✓

(Every 30 

mins)

✓

(2)

✓ ✓ ✓

SILVER 
SPONSOR 2 Lakhs ✓ ✓(2) ✓


(9th-10t
h)

✓

(Every 
hour)

✓ ✓

Partners
TRAVEL ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
VENUE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

INTERNSHIP ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
ACCOMMODATI

ON ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

KNOWLEDGE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
MERCHANDISE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

FOOD ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

ENVIRONMENT ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

AWARDS ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

MEDIA ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

As per negotiation.



IMW INITIATIVES

MEDIATION AWARENESS 
DRIVES

Team IMW has more than 2000 
s t u d e n t v o l u n t e e r s w h o a re 
conducting mediation awareness 
drives, sensitising people about the 
benefits of mediation and promoting 
access to justice in 102 cities across 
the country. Do you want to join us in 
taking the mediation movement 
forward?

GREEN INITIATIVE

The need to Protect and conserve the 
environment is a very important 
aspect for team IMW. The present 
state of our judicial system consumes 
an enormous amount of paper. 
Ensuring cutting down of the use of 
paper as much as possible and 
planting new life is integral to the 
initiative. 


IMW p lan ta t i on d r i ve w i l l be 
conducted in the first week of 
February 2019 in 102 cities across the 
the country. Do you want join us in 
saving the environment?

NYAYAK

Crusader of the Law 

Narrating inspiring tales of the unsung heroes of the legal fraternity, Nyayak is 
a platform that highlights the empathetic, humane side to the legal profession 
that is otherwise often perceived to be inaccessible and unfeeling.


Come, tell us your story.

Account Name: Student Juridical 
Association

Account Number: 
520101246976299 

Name and address of the bank 
branch: Corporation Bank, NUJS 
Branch, Salt Lake, Kolkata-700098


IFSC Code: CORP0000663

Branch code: 0663

Conference Organiser: 
ODRways, The West Bengal 
National University of Juridical 
Sciences, 12 LB Block, Sector 3, 
Salt Lake City, Kolkata, West 
Bengal 700098.


Chief Co-ordinators: Vikram 
Kumar, Pranjal Singa, Akshetha 
Ashok

Email: info@odrways.com; 
info@indianmediationweek.com

Mobile: (+91) 8337030883, 
9620606424



MEDIA COVERAGE

ODRWays is an initiative 
to bring Online Dispute 
Resolution to India. There  
 is a need for such 
innovative solutions. 

-Salman Khurshid 
Sr. Advocate, Supreme 

Court of India

“



An ODRways Initiative



MEDIA COVERAGE

ODRWays is an initiative 
to bring Online Dispute 
Resolution to India. There  
 is a need for such 
innovative solutions. 

-Salman Khurshid 
Sr. Advocate, Supreme 

Court of India

“




